This is the Library
The Mount Pleasant Library
These are some of the staff I might see at the library. They are nice to me.
Before or after storytime, I can borrow books I like. If I need to, I can ask for help at the information desk.
This is a library card. I can have my very own card! This card allows me to borrow books from the library.
The library is a shared space, so I need to be aware of others who are looking for a quiet place to be.
This is where I return books when I am finished with them.
This is Elizabeth, the storytime librarian at the library.
This is the storytime room.
Things we do at storytime

• We start with the welcome song and the Librarian sings my name!
• We learn fun songs and rhymes.
• The Librarian reads a story out loud.
• The Librarian shows us a felt story.
• There is always time to play after storytime.
• Remember to share toys and be nice to other children.
This is the washroom if I need to use them.
I like my library!